IKON 7 MK2
We proudly introduce the lighthouse model of the series: IKON
7 MK2. Upgraded and taken to the next level for your
enjoyment – as well as embodying all the musicality and
technologies that made the original IKON range so
exceptionally successful.
The visual appearance is updated, yet unmistakably IKON. An
exquisite slim-line design of the front baffle reduces diffractions
to an absolute minimum and contributes to the exclusive look
as well as a unique and extremely realistic, holographic stereo
image.
DALI’s celebrated hybrid tweeter module combines a low-mass
ferrite magnet dome tweeter and 17 x 45 mm ribbon tweeter
supplementing the dome at the upper end of its range. In order
to optimize the reproduction of the finest details and musical
dynamics, the 6.5” bass/mid driver incorporate low-mass paper
cones reinforced with wood fibres for additional stiffness.
Add to this a potent, triple bass driver handling the bottom end
with speed and impact and what you get is a matured and fully
developed loudspeaker.
Use IKON 7 MK2 as stereo speakers in larger rooms or as
front speakers in a large cinema set up for any kind of music.
Floor standing IKON 7 MK2 combines IKON’s legendary clarity
with outstanding, first class bass potential and, regardless of
your musical preferences, brings a true sense of sonic
authenticity into your home environment.

SPECIFICATIONS

AVAILABLE FINISHES

Frequency range (+/- 3dB) [Hz]:

40,0 - 30.000,0

Sensitivity (2,83 V/1 m) [dB]:

90,5

Nominal impedance [ohms]:

6

Maximum SPL [dB]:

112,0

Recommended amplifier power [W]:

25,0 - 200,0

Crossover frequencies:

700/2.500/14.000

Hybrid tweeter module, Super high frequency driver:
Ribbon
Hybrid tweeter module, High frequency driver:

Soft textile dome

Low frequency driver:

Wood fibre cone

Enclosure type:

Bass reflex

Bass reflex tuning frequency [Hz]:

42,5

Connection input(s):

Bi-wire

Recommended placement:

Floor

Loudspeaker type:

Front;Rear;Surround

Max loudspeaker dimensions incl. base and grille (HxWxD)
1168 X 200
[mm]:
X 364
Loudspeaker weight including base and grille [kg]: 21,5

Black

Light Walnut

